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Abstract
With the memory bandwidth of current computer architectures being significantly slower than the (floating point)
arithmetic performance, many scientific computations only leverage a fraction of the computational power in today’s
high-performance architectures. At the same time, memory operations are the primary energy consumer of modern
architectures, heavily impacting the resource cost of large-scale applications and the battery life of mobile devices.
This paper tackles this mismatch between floating point arithmetic throughput and memory bandwidth by advocating
a disruptive paradigm change with respect to how data is stored and processed in scientific applications. Concretely,
the goal is to radically decouple the data storage format from the processing format and, ultimately, design a “modular
precision ecosystem” that allows for more flexibility in terms of customized data access. For memory-bounded scientific
applications, dynamically adapting the memory precision to the numerical requirements allows for attractive resource
savings. In this paper, we demonstrate the potential of employing a modular precision ecosystem for the block-Jacobi
preconditioner and the Page Rank algorithm — two applications that are popular in the communities and at the same
characteristic representatives for the field of numerical linear algebra and data analytics, respectively.
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Introduction
The digital revolution is shaping the future through
breathtaking advances in all scientific fields, fueled by
new scientific computing algorithms and the increasing
computing power available in the complete range of digital
processing devices, from supercomputers to mobile devices.
The continuation of this trend, however, is challenged due
to the mismatch between the arithmetic performance of
processors in terms of floating point operations per second
(FLOPS) on the one side, and the memory performance
in terms of how fast data can be brought into the
computational elements on the other side. In consequence,
many applications nowadays utilize only a fraction of the
available compute power as they spend a significant part
of their time waiting for the required data, hitting the
so-called “memory wall” Wulf and McKee (1995). With
memory operations being a primary energy consumer, data
access is also pivotal in the resource balance of large-
scale applications and the battery life of mobile devices,
facing the “power wall” Dongarra et al. (2014); Duranton
et al. (2015); Lucas et al. (2014); Lavignon et al. (2013).
As a result, already today, many backbone algorithms for
scientific simulations, most big data applications, and many
deep learning technologies are memory-bound on virtually
all existing hardware architectures.
In general, the runtime and energy cost of accessing
data and executing arithmetic operations depend on the
precision of the operands. Typically, the quality of an
application output correlates to the accuracy of the precision
format used in the computations though some algorithms
can accommodate the use of lower than working precision
in parts of the underlying algorithm without impacting the
quality of the final result. For example, mixed precision and
iterative refinement, in the context of solving a system of
linear equations, is a well established technique (see, e.g.,
the references in Higham (1996)), which has been recently
re-visited due to the importance of the memory wall (see,
e.g., Buttari et al. (2007); Baboulin et al. (2009); Göddeke
et al. (2007) among several others). However, most of these
past research efforts are based on the paradigm of the floating
point format used to handle the data in memory being bonded
to the floating point format employed in the arithmetic
operations.
This paper advocates a disruptive paradigm change in how
scientific data is stored and processed for memory-bounded
scientific applications. Concretely, the goal is to radically
decouple the data storage format from the processing format.
In more detail, in order to leverage the heavily optimized
arithmetic kernels that are natively supported by hardware
as well as to benefit from high accuracy calculations, we
propose to employ the IEEE standard precision formats in the
arithmetic operations, but modify the policies which dictate
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how the data is handled in memory operations. In this paper,
we consider different strategies and aspects that arise from
the disruptive decoupling of the memory format:
• We expose how an “approximate building block” of a
complex algorithm can be stored in less than working
precision without impacting the algorithm output.
Precisely, we present a block-Jacobi preconditioner
that adapts the storage format of the Jacobi blocks on
an individual level to the numeric requirements of the
problem.
• We propose a strategy to split the significand of
data values into segments, and adapt the memory
access precision to the numeric requirements of the
problem. This enables fix-point methods to initially
start the iteration process with reduced precision
memory access, and to increment it over the algorithm
execution without duplicating data in memory or
invoking complex conversion routines.
• For the examples of the Jacobi method and
the PageRank algorithm we demonstrate how the
significand splitting improves the resource utilization
without impacting the quality of the algorithm output.
• We propose to complement the storage format
decoupling with a strategy that reduces the length
of the values’ exponents by identifying a reference
point and normalizing the values of the data set.
Exploiting clustering techniques or the properties of
many problems which accumulate most values in a
short range allows reducing the length of the exponent
after normalization and compacting the format used
for storing the values.
• We show that the values in an inverted diagonal block
of a block-Jacobi preconditioner are in most cases
of similar magnitude. We show that normalizing the
exponent, in this setting, can enable resource savings
beyond what is possible in an adaptive-precision
block-Jacobi employing IEEE standard precision
formats for storage.
We want to emphasize that this paper contributes by
providing an initial step towards a disruptive paradigm
change with respect to how data is stored and processed in
applications ranging from scientific simulations on high-end
supercomputers to mini-apps on smartphones, wearables and
IoT (internet-of-things) devices. The ultimate goal of this
research is to design a “modular precision ecosystem” that
offers efficient storage in a variety of customized precisions
while maintaining the hardware-supported IEEE standard
precision formats in the arithmetic operations. Developing
this ecosystem requires research and development along the
complete digital food chain, including the following:
– Theoretical research on the algorithmic side to
understand the impact of reduced precision data
access;
– Development of new algorithms that can better cope
with reading data in reduced accuracy;
– Deployment of a sustainable framework for cus-
tomized precision formats;
– Development and optimization of low-level kernels
for handling data in customized precision formats
on a wide range of hardware architectures, from
supercomputers to IoT and mobile devices;
– Research on compiler and operating system technol-
ogy to support the smooth transformation of existing
code into the modular precision ecosystem;
– and research on hardware technologies which natively
support customized precision formats.
The Path towards a Modular Precision
Ecosystem
The IEEE standard for floating point numbers
In digital processing, real numbers are generally represented
in binary floating point format, with a certain number of
bits used for storing significand, exponent, and sign of the
floating point number representation. Typically, the energy
and runtime cost of accessing data and performing arithmetic
operations correlates with the complexity of the precision
format Horowitz (2014): the more bits are involved, the
higher is the cost. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) formulated a standard for floating point
arithmetic (IEEE 754 IEEE) that defines IEEE 64-bit double
precision (fp64), IEEE 32-bit single precision (fp32),
and IEEE 16-bit half precision (fp16), among others. For
scientific simulation codes and many applications in data
analytics, IEEE double precision is established as the de-
facto standard.
Mixed-precision IEEE floating point numbers
With the intention to reduce the resource footprint, the
idea of combining different precision formats has already
received some attention. This applies in particular to the
area of numerical linear algebra, where the quality of the
algorithms’ output usually depends on the condition number
of the problem and the floating point format that is employed
to represent the values. Numerical effects like rounding
errors result in a less accurate solution or even failure if a
“lower precision format” (in terms of less significand and
exponent bits) is used.
At the same time, running an iterative solver in
a lower precision format may allow it to generate a
solution approximation at lower resource cost: The iterations
converge to the (less accurate) attainable accuracy after fewer
iterations, and every iteration only accesses and operates
with reduced precision. As memory operations are the
primary energy consumer in digital processing Molka et al.
(2010), reducing the data transfer volume directly lowers the
energy footprint of the application. For applications where
the performance is bound by the memory bandwidth, the
execution time is also decreased.
Leveraging this property can enable resource savings even
when aiming for double precision solutions. The idea here
is to combine different precision formats inside a single
algorithm and use double precision only if needed. A popular
realization of this technique is mixed precision iterative
refinement (MPIR Buttari et al. (2007); Baboulin et al.
(2009); Strzodka and Göddeke (2006); Anzt et al. (2010)).
The idea in MPIR is to refine a solution approximation
by solving a residual equation in lower than working
precision. In many situations, double precision accuracy
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can be achieved Higham (1996). For example, Carson
et al. Carson and Higham (2017) suggest the use of an
incomplete factorization preconditioner computed in lower
precision inside an iterative F-GMRES framework, and the
authors even extend this approach by cascading multiple
formats of decreasing precision Carson and Higham (2018).
What these approaches all share is the tight coupling
between the arithmetic precision format, which is the format
used for the arithmetic operations, and the storage format.
While this seems to be a natural choice, it ignores the
hardware trend of the computational power growing at a
much faster pace than the memory bandwidth.
Decoupling IEEE storage format from IEEE
arithmetic
In recognition of the growing mismatch between arithmetic
and memory performance, in Anzt et al. (2019) we initially
suggest to decouple the arithmetic format from the memory
format. Concretely, we maintain IEEE fp64 in all arithmetic
operations, but employ a more compact lower precision
IEEE format (fp32 or fp16) for the memory operations.
Using the block-Jacobi preconditioner Anzt et al. (2018) as
a representative building block in scientific computing, we
estimate the energy and runtime savings this strategy renders
over using fp64 throughout the complete application.
In some detail, block-Jacobi preconditioners require
the inversion of small diagonal blocks of the system
matrix Hegland and Saylor (1992); Anzt et al. (2018), and
it is possible to optimize the memory format for each block
individually. Naturally, the use of customized precisions has
to be aligned with the algorithmic requirements, and the
block-specific optimization of the precision format has to
carefully consider the numerical effects against the objective
that the quality of the preconditioner is not diminished.
Precisely, in order to preserve the regularity of the block-
Jacobi preconditioner, the floating point format must be
chosen taking into account the condition number of each
block (see top of Figure 1 for a distribution of the condition
numbers of the distinct blocks for a set of test matrices Anzt
et al. (2019)). Additionally, the floating point format has to
be chosen taking into account the data range of the numerical
values to protect against overflow and underflow. This can be
particularly restrictive when considering only the the rigid
IEEE standard formats, where the number of bits assigned
to significand and exponent are pre-defined by the IEEE
standard. Taking both aspects, the data range and the matrix
conditioning, into account, the middle of Figure 1 visualizes
which fraction of the diagonal blocks of the block-Jacobi
matrix can be stored in lower than working precision, i.e.
in fp32 and fp16. Based on this analysis and the premise
that the data transfer time linearly depends on the data
volume, we can estimate the resource savings gained from
using an adaptive Jacobi preconditioner instead of a standard
(fp64) preconditioner inside a Conjugate Gradient iterative
solver Saad (2003); see bottom of Figure 1 Anzt et al. (2019).
Decoupling non-IEEE storage and IEEE
arithmetic
A conceptually different mixed precision strategy for
improving the resource footprint is presented in Anzt et al.
(2015), where an application dynamically modulates the
memory precision over the execution time. Concretely,
the distinct components in the solution vector of an
iterative solver are handled in different precision formats
which are adapted over the application execution to the
component’s convergence progress. For an iterative process,
the underlying idea is to start iterating all components
in a low precision format featuring few significand bits,
and then successively increase the precision as needed
for convergence to a solution with IEEE double precision
accuracy. This requires close interaction between the
application and the floating point format, in particular the
real-time adaption of the precision to the algorithmic needs.
Careful consideration of all the components’ dependencies
is required. Similar to the efforts in Anzt et al. (2019), the
arithmetic format is decoupled from the memory format,
and all arithmetic operations use fp64. The work in Anzt
et al. (2015) does not employ the IEEE standard precision
formats. Instead, as part of a more experimental research, it
uses artificial precisions that arise by arbitrarily truncating
the significand of the IEEE double precision format. The
elegance of this approach is that the number of exponent bits
remains unchanged, which virtually eliminates the danger
of overflow and underflow. Once read into the processing
units, the values are converted to fp64 by filling the omitted
significand bits with zeros. Considering the arithmetic
intensity of widespread-used algorithms, most processors are
over-provisioned for floating point operations. As a result,
using fp64 in the numerical operations rarely hurts the
algorithm’s overall performance. The memory precision is
then successively increased over the application execution to
enable fp64 accuracy.
We note that there exist some previous efforts that
combine a preconditioner stored in 32-bit precision in
memory with a solver that operates in full 64-bit
precision Tadano and Sakurai (2008); Gropp et al. (2000).
In this paper, we propose a generalization of these ideas
to include any reduced-precision customized format for
the preconditioner, including half and single precisions as
particular cases.
A Key Implementation Step: CPMS
An aspect not addressed in Anzt et al. (2015) is the question
of how data is stored in different precision formats in
memory. While this may seem an implementation detail,
the efficient access to the values with different accuracy is
performance-crucial, in particular on streaming architectures
such as GPUs.
On streaming graphics processors, each memory read
accesses 128 bytes of contiguous memory, and utilizing
only part of the data inevitably results in low performance.
The standard approach to mixed precision strategies is to
duplicate the data (in different precision formats) in memory.
However, this not only increases the memory footprint of the
algorithm, but also makes it impossible to efficiently access
different subsets of the values in different formats.
In Grützmacher and Anzt (2018) we propose the
“Customized Precision based on Mantissa Segmentation
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Figure 1. Top: Condition number distribution of the diagonal block-inverses in a block-Jacobi preconditioner for a set of test
matrices from Suite Sparse sui (2018); Middle: Inverse blocks that can be stored in fp64, fp32, fp16 without loosing regularity;










Figure 2. Splitting an IEEE double precision number into two segments we call “head” and “tail” (a). Storing the segmented data in
interleaved fashion (b).
(CPMS)” to address the challenge of efficiently storing and
accessing values in different precision formats. The strategy
is based on breaking up the hardware-supported IEEE
formats, and storing the segments separately, interleaved
with segments of other values. In Figure 2 we visualize
this strategy for a 2-segment splitting of the IEEE double
Prepared using sagej.cls
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precision format Grützmacher and Anzt (2018). For this
specific decomposition we refer to the two 32-bit segments
as the “head” and the “tail” of the customized precision
format. If an algorithm can work with the accuracy provided
by the head segment, no access to the second memory
block is necessary. Higher accuracy becomes available from
accessing additional significand segments.
As the CPMS strategy preserves the length of the
exponent, the first 32 bits include less significand bits than
the 32 bits of IEEE single precision IEEE. Hence, the
head of the 2-segment CPMS carries less accuracy than
the IEEE single precision format. The advantages of this
strategy are that 1) in specialized data access routines, no
exponent conversion is necessary; 2) preserving the length
of the exponent avoids overflow/underflow; 3) the data does
not have to be duplicated in memory, as reading additional
segments of the value will increase the values’ accuracy;
and 4) CPMS with one 64-bit segment is identical to
IEEE fp64. Preserving the exponent bits of the IEEE
standard precision format, the segmentation cannot turn a
valid number into “NaN” or “infinity,” as both are defined
by all exponent bits being filled with “1s” IEEE. Aside from
tracking the access information (“head-only” or “head-and-
tail”), the total memory footprint of CPMS remains identical
to that of the IEEE fp64 standard precision format.
Obviously, CPMS can be realized independently of the
format decoupling, but arithmetic operations in CPMS are
not natively supported by hardware. At the same time,
converting back to fp64 allows leveraging the vendor-tuned
kernels and, simultaneously, reduces the arithmetic rounding
effects. As a result, complementing CPMS with format
decoupling is usually the best choice.
As proof-of-concept, in Grützmacher and Anzt (2018)
we re-engineered the adaptive precision Jacobi Anzt et al.
(2015) using CPMS. For a finite difference discretization of
the Laplace problem using a mesh of 100×100 elements,
in Figure 3 we show how the memory format of the
distinct components changes over the application execution:
Each row corresponds to one unknown; in the white area,
components updates access the head only; in the blue area,
additional significand segments are needed to enable double-
precision convergence. Depending on the benefits and the
overhead introduced by using the adaptive precision Jacobi
in the CPMS framework, the solution approximation can be
generated faster than a standard Jacobi method in fp64, see
Figure 4 Grützmacher and Anzt (2018).
In Grutzmacher et al. (2018) we use the CPMS prototype
implementation to evaluate the potential of customized
precision in big data analytics. The PageRank algorithm is
re-engineered to start the power iteration with low accuracy
data access, and successively increase the access precision
to generate solutions with fp64 accuracy Grutzmacher
et al. (2018). The faster iterations using only a subset of
the significand segments reduce the overall execution time
compared to the reference implementation based on fp64,
see Figure 5 Grutzmacher et al. (2018).
While already this preliminary research based on
a prototype implementation of CPMS with segment
sizes fixed to 16 and 32 reveals attractive performance
improvements, we are convinced that the CPMS strategy
holds an enormous potential for a broad range of
applications.
We acknowledge that this section provides a general
description of the CPMS technique along with a few imple-
mentation details, but does not cover all implementation
aspects, such as, e.g., what is the cost of transforming the
data between reduced and full precision formats; how are
the caches affected by this approach; or who is responsible
for splitting the numbers and what is the optimal number
of segments. We believe that, though relevant, these aspects
can be addressed with different strategies, and thus refer to
future work realizing a production-ready implementation of
the modular precision ecosystem.
A Complementary Step in the Path: CPEN
The idea of decoupling the memory format from the
arithmetic format only brings benefits if the algorithm
and the data involved allow for reducing the complexity
of the format used in the memory operations without
impacting the quality of the algorithm output. The strategies
we considered so far are 1) using CPMS to gradually
increase the precision in fixed-point methods like Jacobi
iterations or the PageRank algorithm; and 2) storing the
data of “approximate building blocks” like the block-Jacobi
preconditioner in more compact IEEE standard precision
formats. In the case of the adaptive precision block-Jacobi
(see Figure 1), we were able to choose the precision format
for the distinct blocks individually. However, this required
analyzing the properties of the data such as value range
and conditioning. For each Jacobi block, the limits to
relaxing the memory precision format are 1) the regularity
of the block must be preserved; and 2) the data range
of the values must be covered by the precision format.
We notice that the first requirement has implications on
the length of the significand and the exponent, while
the second requirement primarily has implications on the
exponent, only. Using the IEEE standard precision formats,
the number of exponent bits is fixed by the specification, and
splitting the arithmetic precision format into segments like
in CPMS and considering the first (significand-truncated)
segment only results in a fixed number of exponent bits
independent of the splitting. At the same time, adapting
the number of exponent bits to the requirements can result
in additional resource savings. Significant benefits are in
particular available if the numeric values in the data are
all of similar magnitude, and it is possible to identify
a reference point the numbers are normalized to. In this
sense, a memory format which adapts significand and
exponent lengths to the requirements is not generic, but
data-dependent as it involves identifying a suitable reference
exponent and value normalization. Depending on the range
of the values involved in the dataset, the “Customized
Precision format Normalizing the Exponents to a reference
exponent (CPEN)” can offer attractive memory savings. An
appealing side-effect is that analyzing the values’ magnitude
and adapting the exponent length efficiently eliminates the
danger of over- and underflow.
In general, the efficient use of CPEN requires an initial
clustering step that splits the original dataset into subsets
(clusters) containing values of similar magnitude. The
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Figure 3. Accuracy needs in adaptive Jacobi in a 2-segment (left) and a 4-segment (right) CPMS realization. The white-colored
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Figure 4. Speed-up factors of the adaptive precision Jacobi in a 2-segment CPMS realization (left) and a 4-segment CPMS
realization (right), respectively.
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Figure 5. Breakdown of the (normalized) PageRank execution time into the iteration sequences with different CPMS access and
in-place format conversion. Different network problems from Suite Sparse sui (2018) are addressed. The top bar is the runtime of
the reference PageRank in fp64, the middle bar uses 2-segment CPMS, the bottom bar uses 4-segment CPMS.
values in each cluster are then normalized to a subset-
specific reference exponent. Depending on the data structure,
splitting the original dataset into subsets can introduce some
overhead in terms of secondary structure information, which
makes the clustering step a data-dependent optimization.
Interestingly, many problems inherently consist of clusters
that accumulate values of similar magnitude. An example
of such a situation is the block-Jacobi preconditioner we
addressed in Figure 1: For each Jacobi block in any of the test
matrices considered, we analyze the exponents of the values,
and visualize the ranges of the distinct blocks in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Histogram of the exponent ranges of the distinct Jacobi blocks in any of the matrices considered in adaptive precision
block-Jacobi. The median exponent range is colored in red, the average exponent range in blue, and the maximum exponent range
in green.
The histogram reveals that, on average, the magnitude of the
values in a block varies by less than 12 orders of magnitude,
with a median of only 9 orders of magnitude. This is much
smaller than what the exponent range of IEEE fp64 allows
for.
When the values in a block are of similar magnitude,
the clustering step becomes obsolete, and the exponent
normalization strategy of CPEN can be readily applied to
each diagonal block. Employing CPEN as memory format
in the worst case preserves the complexity of the IEEE
standard formats used in Figure 1, but will likely reduce
the formats complexity as a block-adapted exponent length
allows to fit more significand bits into a 16-bit or 32-bit
block. In consequence, more Jacobi blocks can use 16-bit
or 32-bit storage without impacting the blocks’ regularity. In
Figure 7 we illustrate this effect by visualizing the fraction
of blocks stored in 16-bit, 32-bit, and 64-bit CPEN values,
respectively. The advantages over employing the IEEE
standard precision formats can be derived by comparing
with Figure 1. We note that similar to the CPMS research,
we allow in this analysis only for 16-bit, 32-bit and 64-bit
formats as access functions to those are natively supported by
hardware. Non-standard hardware may support data access
in other data cardinalities, allowing for more fine-granular
optimization.
Storing more blocks in a slimmer format suggests
larger resource savings in the block-Jacobi preconditioner
application. We assess these benefits by visualizing in
Figure 8 the memory savings of the CPEN-based block-
Jacobi over the adaptive block-Jacobi preconditioner using
the IEEE standard precision formats for all memory
operations. The benefits are problem-dependent: for some
matrices, resizing the exponent to the requirements of
the blocks allows compressing the floating point numbers,
and CPEN succeeds in reducing the memory footprint
of the adaptive precision block-Jacobi beyond what the
IEEE formats allow for. We note that CPEN can also
increase the memory footprint: For cases where the exponent
reduction fails to reduce the size of the floating point format
storing the values, the reference exponent for each Jacobi
block introduces a moderate storage overhead. However,
for the data considered, this overhead is small compared
with the benefits CPEN renders for other problems.
CPEN providing at least the significand information of
the IEEE formats ensures that the top-level iterative
solver convergence generally remains unaffected (except for
rounding variation). Given the memory-bound nature of the
block-Jacobi preconditioner (and sparse linear algebra in
general), the memory reductions directly translate to runtime
and energy savings.
The attractive benefits CPEN renders to algorithms
storing part of the data in a less complex format
suggest that complementing the significand-segmentation
with a normalized exponent will allow for additional
resource savings when employing CPMS in fix-point based
algorithms. Furthermore, we are convinced that strategies
clustering values of similar magnitude will allow to exploit
CPEN for large data sets and, consequently, improve the
memory footprint, runtime, and energy consumption data
analytics.
Summary and Outlook
In this paper, we have proposed a disruptive paradigm
change with respect to how data is stored and processed
in scientific computing and community applications. As
an initial step, we have demonstrated how adapting the
format to store the blocks of a Jacobi preconditioner can
improve the resource optimization; we have shown how
splitting the significand into segments can allow fix-point
methods like Jacobi iterations or the PageRank algorithm to
adapt the data access accuracy to the numeric requirements;
and we have revealed how adapting the length of the
exponents to the data range can help in reducing the memory
footprint and therewith reduce the resource consumption
of memory-bounded algorithms. As part of future work,
we plan to develop a “modular precision ecosystem”
that offers efficient storage in a variety of customized
precisions while maintaining the hardware-supported IEEE
standard precision formats in the arithmetic operations. This
ecosystem will allow a wide range of algorithms from
numerical linear algebra over data analytics and machine
learning to benefit from storage format decoupling and
precision optimization.
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Figure 7. Fraction of the diagonal blocks stored in 16 bits, 32 bits or 64 bits CPEN. For each block, a suitable reference exponent
is identified and the numeric values are stored relative to this exponent. The significand bits are reduced if appropriate to fit into a
more compact format.


























Figure 8. Memory savings employing CPEN instead of the IEEE standard precision formats inside an adaptive precision
block-Jacobi preconditioner.
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